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Moral conflicts are special kind of situations that arise as a reaction to dealing with
the conflicting obligations. The resolution of moral conflicts has been studied extensively within the area of moral reasoning whereas representation within the framework
of Deontic logic. Despite of moral conflicts are very much part of our linguistic discourse and our tolerance towards them is frequent phenomena, yet the core principles
of Standard Deontic Logic fail to capture the intuitive notion of moral conflicts in a
satisfactory manner. This poses a major challenge in handling moral conflicts. We
argue that situations involving moral conflicts mainly concerned with tolerating inconsistencies, and we assume that best known framework for dealing with moral conflicts
are the deontic logics extended with the paraconsistent logic. In paraconsistent logics, a conflict can be represented, operated, isolated, without invalidating the inference
rules. I examine three prominent paraconsistent logics; Grahm Priest’s logic LP , the
logic RM of the school of relevance logic and the Da Costa’s logics Cn based on the
three valued logic. We emphasize on Deontic paraconsistent logics based on Priest’s
paraconsisntent logic. I illustrate my work with a classic example from famous Indian
epic ‘Mahabharata’ where the protagonist Arjuna faces moral conflict in the battlefield
of Kurukshetra. The inquiry is to find an adequate set of principles to accommodate
Arjuna’s moral conflict in paraconsistent deontic logics. Meanwhile it is also interesting
to relate Krishna’s arguments for resolving Arjuna’s conflict to paraconsistent approach
of conflict tolerance.
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